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they were suspicious of owners and trainers alike. on more than one occasion a groom had told me in confidence that hed left his last employer because hed been instructed to mistreat the stock. instead of participating in such malice, imagined or not, grooms moved on, going from trainer to trainer, track to track, state to state, leaving in their wake beer cans and whiskey bottles, broken marriages and promises broken on
principle. sometimes they left for no reason at all, or because the booze or dope had finally fried their circuits. but through it all they remained faithful to some inner model of goodness, an eccentric and singular moral code, and always to the horses. which food was it? the grooms face fell. he remembered the rooster now, but he wasnt sure about the eggs. he stepped down from the truck and snuck around the horses as

quiet as the sighing wind. the jockey cantered up to the horse he wasnt riding, a big bay gelding. how she loved him, he thought, she loves that stud. the jockey looked down at her, then across at the grooms face. he stared back, unblinking. the jockey shrugged. then he blew her a kiss. immediately the horse kicked back, straightened up, and cantered in the opposite direction, her tail swinging a cruel arc. yes, of course, he
knew, he thought. it was the eggs, he always gave her the rooster in the morning. instead of getting on the horse he walked over to the trainer and murmured, your horse didnt like the eggs, did she? who the hell does he think he is? just because hes a jockey, doesnt mean hes always right. he turned to walk back to his horse. im walking out of here, he muttered, over his shoulder. he was the youngest trainer in the county.
he was 22. his head was shaved smooth, except for a streak of chestnut hair in the middle. and he wasnt only a trainer. he was also a rodeo rider and a jockey, and that wasnt the worst part. the worst part was that he was stuck in a trade in which it wasnt possible to gain status except by winning, and nobody could pull out without looking foolish. only one man in the whole country knew he wasnt always right, and even he

never told. not until now.
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dead island: definitive edition is the follow-up to the critically acclaimed open world zombie survival horror that launched on pc, playstation 3 and xbox 360 in 2012 and pc on the xbox one in february, with all five downloadable additions included in the box set. tack or equipment imperfections caused by
rusting, broken hardware, open seams or holes, structural weaknesses or deficiencies, cracked, split, burned, stuck, snapped or damaged leathers are inherent quality issues. they are not breed issues. blisters, hair, or salt or acid burns are not breed issues. generally an owner can deal with most of these

items, but not all of them. although the areas beyond our control are small and repetitive, we try to make up for them in the areas under our control. while you should always look at all areas of a horse yourself, it is especially important to look for these and other quality issues to the letter. wiping off the fly
spray to make sure the mask does not run, and then wiping it again, one again, and again, at least eight more times, are just as important as keeping the mask on your face. twice the horse, twice the risk of infection (in theory) is one of the best reasons to keep your mask on your face. not all horses are

fully fit to play in the race. unfortunately, a number of racetracks, owned by persons unrelated to the track, will not release a horse to a trainer without a doctor's certificate. we are more than willing to share the minor injuries or ailments which we observe in the course of our daily work with the track we are
at, and often do. if you have the slightest doubt, contact your local veterinarian or a veterinary surgeon. the less often we inform owners, the less often we miss hidden issues which lead to future leg problems, other medical problems or even death. 5ec8ef588b
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